Abstract. Fast algorithms for arithmetic on real or complex polynomials are well-known and have proven to be not only asymptotically efficient but also very practical. Based on Fast Fourier Transform, they for instance multiply two polynomials of degree up to n or multi-evaluate one at n points simultaneously within quasi-linear time O(n · polylog n). An extension to (and in fact the mere definition of) polynomials over the skew-field H of quaternions is promising but still missing. The present work proposes three such definitions which in the commutative case coincide but for H turn out to differ, each one satisfying some desirable properties while lacking others. For each notion we determine the complexity of according polynomial arithmetic up to polylogarithmic factors and in particular present respective quasi-optimal algorithms.
3D forces can be obtained exactly within subquadratic time is still an open question. One promising approach proceeds by identifying, similarly to [8] , R 3 with (a subspace of) HAMILTON's four-dimensional algebra of Quaternions H and there applying fast polynomial arithmetic of some kind. In fact the mere definition of K[X] becomes ambiguous when passing from field K = C to the skew-field K = H. We propose three notions of quaternion polynomials (Section 2) and, for each one, present quasi-optimal algorithms supporting according arithmetic operations (Section 3).
Quaternions
The algebra H of quaternions was discovered in 1843 by W.R. HAMILTON in an attempt to extend multiplication of 'vectors' from R 2 ∼ = C to R 3 . In fact, H is a four-dimensional real vector space whose canonical basis 1, i, j, k satisfies the noncommutative multiplicative rule
which, by means of associative and distribute laws, are extended to arbitrary quaternions: Denoting a = Re(a) + i Im i (a) + j Im j (a) + k Im k (a) the (unique) decomposition of a ∈ H in terms of the above basis, H is easily verified to form a skew-field, that is, any non-zero element a possesses a unique two-sided multiplicative inverse a −1 . In fact it holds a −1 =ā/|a| 2 wherē a := Re(a) − i Im i (a) − j Im j (a) − k Im k (a) is the analogue of complex conjugation and |a| := √ a ·ā = √ā · a ∈ R + the norm satisfying |a · b| = |a| · |b|. The center of H is R; in other words: real numbers and only they multiplicatively commute with any quaternion. For further details, please refer to the excellent 1 CHAPTER 7 in [5] . THEOREM 17.32 in [3] determines the (multiplicative algebraic) complexity of quaternion multiplication; [2] does so similarly for quaternion inversion and division. However rather than on single quaternions, our focus shall lie on asymptotic w.r.t. n, the quaternion polynomials' degree, tending to infinity.
It is well-known that commutativity has to be abandoned in order to turn R 4 into some sort of a field; in fact, FROBENIUS' Theorem states that H is the only associative division algebra beyond R 2 = C. On the other hand to the author's best knowledge, all notions of polynomials either require the ground ring R to satisfy commutativity or (such as the skew polynomial rings [10] ) they lack evaluation homomorphisms. The latter means that any polynomial p = p(X) ∈ R[X] should naturally induce a mappinĝ p : R → R, x →p(x) such that for all a, x ∈ R:
1 wrongly condemned in CHAPTER XXI, P.245 of [12] . . . The distant goal is to find a notion of quaternion polynomials which naturally generalizes from real or complex ones and supports efficient arithmetic by means of, say, quasi-linear time algorithms. Our contribution considers three such definitions for K[X] which, in case K is an infinite field, are equivalent to the usual notion. In case K = H however they disagree and give rise to different arithmetic operations. We focus on Multiplication and Multi-Evaluation and present in Section 3, for each of the three notions, according quasi-optimal algorithms.
Polynomials as Ring of Mappings
The idea pursued in this subsection is that the following objects should be considered as polynomials:
-the identity mapping X := id : K → K, x → x, -any constant mappingâ : K → K, x → a for a ∈ K -the sum of two polynomials and -the product of two polynomials.
To formalize this, let the set K K of mappings f : K → K inherit the ring structure of K by defining pointwise
. Then embed K into this ring by identifying a ∈ K with the constant mapping K ∋ x → a ∈ K.
is the smallest subring of K K containing X and the constant mappings K. For instance,
One can verify that
Since in the commutative case, any such polynomial can be brought to the form 
i.e., the form (4) in general cannot be attained any more; -uniqueness becomes an issue, since
vanishes identically [5, TOP OF P.201]; in particular, this polynomial has many more zeros than its 'degree' suggests. -The fundamental theorem of algebra is violated as well: i · X − X · i + 1 has no zero in H [5, P.205]. -Lagrange-style polynomials P m to pairwise distinct points x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ∈ H, e.g.,
and satisfy interpolation property P m (x m ) = 1, P m (x ℓ ) = 0, m = ℓ but obviously lack uniqueness.
Nevertheless we are able to present in Subsection 3.2 algorithms for addition, multiplication, and multi-evaluation of this kind of quaternion polynomials of degree n in time O(n 4 · polylog n). Since it turns out that generic p ∈ H 1 [X] have roughly n 4 free coefficients, the running time is thus quasi-optimal. Finally, a fast randomized zero-tester for expressions like (3) and (5) drops out easily.
Polynomials as Sequence of Coefficients
Since the above Definition 1 thus provably does not allow for quaternion polynomial arithmetic as fast as quasi-linear time, the present subsection proposes another approach. The idea is to identify polynomials with their coefficients. Recall that for
with the implicit agreement that a ℓ = 0 for ℓ ≥ n and b ℓ = 0 for ℓ ≥ m.
is the set K * of finite sequences of quaternions, equipped with componentwise addition and convolution product according to (6) . Let X denote the special sequence
It is easy to see that this turns K 2 [X] into a ring which, in case of fields K of characteristic zero, again coincides with the usual ring of polynomials K[X]. Here the classical results assert that arithmetic operations + and * can be performed within time O(n) and O(n · log n), respectively. In Subsection 3.1, we show that the same is possible in the non-commutative ring H 2 [X]. Dealing with n coefficients, this is trivially quasi-optimal.
Unfortunately fast arithmetic for H 2 [X] does not include multi-evaluation, simply because evaluation (substituting X for some x ∈ H) makes no sense here: One might be tempted to identify a ∈ H * with the formal expression ℓ a ℓ X ℓ and b with ℓ b ℓ X ℓ , but then c := a * b does not agree with
The next subsection considers expressions of the form a ℓ X ℓ as further notion of quaternion polynomials. There, multi-evaluation makes sense and turns out to have classical complexity O(n · log 2 n), but it lacks closure under multiplication.
One-sided Polynomials
Definition 3. Let X : K → K denote the identity mapping and consider this class of mappings on K:
Again this coincides for fields K of characteristic zero with the usual notions. For the skew-field of quaternions, the restriction compared to (3) applies that all coefficients a ℓ must be on the left of powers X ℓ . Unfortunately, this prevents H 3 [X] from being closed under multiplication; fortunately, H 3 [X] has the following properties:
-being a real vector space; -polynomials satisfy uniqueness; -a fundamental theorem of algebra holds; -supports interpolation; -allows fast multi-evaluation. Formally: Proof. a) Follows from Lemma 7b) by choosing n ≥ deg(p) and pairwise distinct x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ∈ R since then, no three are automorphically equivalent. b) All quaternions x = iβ + jγ + kδ with β, γ, δ ∈ R and β 2 + γ 2 + δ 2 = 1 are easily verified zeros of p := X 2 + 1. c) Cf. P.205 in [5] or see, e.g., [6] .
Interpolation is the question of existence and uniqueness, given x 0 , . . . , x n−1 and y 0 , . . . , y n−1 ∈ K, of a polynomial p ∈ K[X] with degree at most n − 1 satisfying p(x ℓ ) = y ℓ for all ℓ = 0, . . . , n − 1. In the commutative case, both is asserted for pairwise distinct x ℓ . Over quaternions, this condition does not suffice neither for uniqueness (Lemma 4b) nor for existence:
It turns out that here, an additional condition has to be imposed which, in the commutative case, hold trivially for distinct x ℓ , namely being automorphically inequivalent.
This obviously is an equivalence relation (reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity). The name comes from the fact that mappings x → u · x · u −1 are exactly the R-algebra automorphisms of H; cf. Concluding this subsection, H 3 [X] has (unfortunately apart from closure under multiplication) several nice structural properties. In 3.3 we will furthermore show that it supports multi-evaluation in time O(n · log 2 n).
Polynomials as Less Restricted Expressions
Polynomials of kind H 3 [X] have coefficients a ℓ to the left of powers X ℓ . Certainly, all above properties (or rather their 'duals') hold as well for polynomials with coefficients b ℓ fixed to the right of X ℓ . But what in case of coefficients at both sides, i.e.,
This generalized form has the advantage of yielding not only an R-vector space but a two-sided H-vector space; in other words: although the product p · q of one polynomial
with some other in general does not belong to H 1 4 [X] any more, still a · p · b does for arbitrary constants a, b ∈ H. More generally we consider, for arbitrary w ∈ N, the H-vector space
and show it to allow multi-evaluation within time O(4 w · n · log 2 n) which, for constant w, is optimal up to log 2 n.
Algorithms
We start with the simplest case of H 2 [X]:
Convolution of Quaternion Sequences
Let n ∈ N. Given a = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ) ∈ H n and b = (b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b m−1 ) ∈ H m , one can compute their convolution according to (6) from 16 real convolutions 2 and 12 additions of real sequences within time O(n · log n). Indeed write componentwise
Then, by R-bilinearity of quaternion convolution,
since reals commute with the basis vectors i, j, k satisfying (1); compare (2).
Ring of Quaternion Mappings
The central point of this subsection is the identification of H 1 [X] with the four-fold Cartesian product of four-variate real polynomials 4 R[X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ]. Formally define, for f : H → H and x 0 , . . . , x 3 ∈ R,f :
and consider the following multiplication among mappingsf ,g : R 4 → R 4 :
Observation 8 The mapping : H H → (R 4 ) R 4 preserves polynomials, i.e., whenever
c) The sum f + g of f, g : H → H gets mapped to f + g =f +g, the componentwise sum off ,g : R 4 → R 4 . d) The product f · g of f, g : H → H gets mapped to f · g =f ·g, the product of f ,g : R 4 → R 4 according to (8) .
In particular, :
. , X 3 ] is well-defined and an injective algebra homomorphism.
This allows for application of classical results on multivariate polynomials over commutative fields. Due to space limitations, the proof is defered to the appendix. Now recall the following classical results on four-variate polynomials:
chosen uniformly at random, the probability of p(x 0 , . . . , x 3 ) = 0 is strictly less than 
is the image of f : C → C, z → Re(z) which is well-known not only to be no complex polynomial but to not even satisfy Riemann-Jacoby's equations of complex differentiability. Surprisingly, the situation for quaternion polynomials happens to be perfectly opposite: (Again, for the proof please refer to the appendix.) The generic quaternion polynomial of degree n thus has Θ(n 4 ) free coefficients. Putting things together, we obtain [3] . b) Lacking brackets, the input string E necessarily has the form E = E 1 ± E 2 ± . . . ± E M where E ℓ describes a product P ℓ of quaternion constants (degree 0) and the indeterminate X (degree 1). Since obviously deg(P ℓ ) ≤ N ℓ := |E ℓ |, its real fourvariate representation is obtainable within O(N 4 ℓ · log 2 N ℓ ) steps. Doing so for all ℓ = 1, . . . , M leads to running time
Adding up the just obtained four-variate representations in this increasing order takes additional time
. c) By virtue of standard amplification it suffices to deal with the case ε = 1 2 . The algorithm considers any set A ⊆ R of size |A| ≥ 2N . It chooses x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ∈ A uniformly and independently at random; and then evaluates the input expression E by substituting X := x 0 + ix 1 + jx 2 + kx 3 . If the result is zero, the algorithm reports zero, otherwise non-zero. The running time for evaluation is obviously linear in |E| = N . Furthermore, only one-sided errors occur. So suppose E represents non-zero p ∈ H 1 [X]. Then obviously deg(p) ≤ N and at least one of the four real four-variate polynomials p 0 , . . . , p 3 corresponding to p is non-zero as well. By virtue of Lemma 11c), this will be witnessed by (x 0 , . . . , x 3 ) -i.e., p(x 0 + ix 1 + jx 2 + kx 3 ) = 0 -with probability at least ⊓ ⊔
Multi-Evaluating Restricted Expressions
Let us start with H 1 4 , i.e., expressions of the form p(X) =
and similarly for b ℓ , one obtains by virtue of distributive laws and since whole R commutes with X ℓ that
It thus suffices to multi-evaluate expressions of the form
since p(X) can be obtained from 16 of them, each multiplied both from left and right with some basis element 1, i, j, k. Now with real α ℓ , multi-evaluation of (9) is of course trivial on x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ∈ C; but we of course want x ℓ to be arbitrary quaternions! Fortunately, the latter can efficiently be reduced to the first. To this end, consider mappings ϕ u : H → H, x → u · x · u −1 with u ∈ H of norm |u| = 1. It is well-known [5, that, identifying H with R 4 , ϕ u describes a rotation, i.e., ϕ u ∈ SO(R 4 ). Furthermore, restricted to the set Im H := x ∈ H : Re(x) = 0 ∼ = R 3 of purely imaginary quaternions, ϕ u exhausts whole SO(R 3 ) as u runs through all unit quaternions; this is called HAMILTON's Theorem. Finally, ϕ u is an (and in fact, again, the most general) R-algebra automorphism, i.e., satisfies for α ∈ R and x, y ∈ H: ϕ u (α) = α, ϕ u (x + y) = ϕ u (x) + ϕ u (y), ϕ u (x · y) = ϕ u (x) · ϕ u (y) .
Lemma 15. For v, w ∈ Im H, |v| = 1 = |w|, let u := (v + w)/|v + w|; then ϕ u (v) = w. In particular for x ∈ H \ R, v := Im(x)/| Im(x)|, w := i, it holds q(x) = u −1 · q(y) · u where y := u · x · u −1 ∈ R + iR ∼ = C.
Our algorithm evaluates q ∈ R[X] simultaneously at x 1 , .., x n ∈ H as follows:
-For all x ℓ ∈ R + iR, let u ℓ := 1; -for each x ℓ ∈ R, compute (in constant time) u ℓ according to Lemma 15.
-Perform in linear time the transformation y ℓ := u ℓ · x ℓ · u −1
ℓ . -Use classical techniques to multi-evaluate q at y 1 , . . . , y n ∈ C within O(n·log 2 n). -Re-transform the values q(y ℓ ) to q(x ℓ ) = u −1 ℓ · q(y ℓ ) · u ℓ . This proves the claimed running time of O(n · log 2 n). ⊓ ⊔
